get creative with color blends and patterns
AT WWW.REALSTONE.COM
Realstone introduces a revolution in stone and tile. We’ve taken our finest natural stone and tempered it with an artist’s palette to create the uniquely rich, polished look of glazed tile and genuine leather. The distinctive stone cleft of every piece enhances the depth of color and texture, and with fourteen stunning colors to choose from, there are no limits to the beauty that can be created.

get creative with color blends and patterns
AT WWW.REALSTONE.COM
A fresh dusting of cool white snow cloaks the fading warmth of the beige sands. Beneath lie memories of the past with the quiet beauty of each season.

**Snow Drift**

**STORM GLAZE**
**BLUE OPAL GLAZE**
**SNOW DRIFT GLAZE**

**FOG GLAZE**
**MARINE GLAZE**
**SEA FOAM GLAZE**

TRIM: ROUNDED & SQUARE
Coming Soon
Tempered Collection

Ruby
GLAZED TILES | 3”X11.75” | SANDSTONE + GLAZE

Pyrite
GLAZED TILES | 3”X11.75” | SANDSTONE + GLAZE

More images at www.realstone.com

More images at www.realstone.com
tempered METALLIC GLAZED TILE

Could a little — just a little — have dropped down from the heavens? With this sparkle, it’s easy to imagine the dazzling Milky Way has made its way down to Earth.

— Stardust

STARDUST GLAZE
GUNMETAL GLAZE
ORE GLAZE

RUBY GLAZE
PYRITe GLAZE

TRIM: ROUNDED & SQUARE
Coming Soon

more images at www.realstone.com

SYSTEMS
realstone
tempered
COLLECTION

more images at www.realstone.com
The illusion of pitch black is just that, as light disappears and the night unfurls its many folds of midnight’s richest black, one deeper than the next.

- Toro
tempered GLAZED TILE

- STORM GLAZE
- BLUEopal GLAZE
- SNOW DRIFT GLAZE
- SEA FOAM GLAZE
- FOG GLAZE
- MARINE GLAZE
- STARDUST GLAZE
- GUNMETAL GLAZE
- RUBY GLAZE
- PYRITE GLAZE
- ORE GLAZE

tempered LEATHER TILE

- TORO LEATHER
- CORONA LEATHER
- ROBUSTO LEATHER

STONE TYPE: Slate or Sandstone
FINISH: Metallic + glaze, Pigment + glaze, Leather wrapped
ACCENTS: Foil stamped leather accents, Glazed and Leather trim pieces
USAGE: Glazed - vertical indoor, outdoor
Leather - vertical indoor
TILE SIZE: 3” x 11.75” x .4” | aprox .25 sq. ft.

For additional information, patterns, color blends and project photos visit www.realstone.com

*All claims and technical information is provided by the Tempered manufacturer. Information is subject to change without notice.

**All technical information provided herein has been provided by the manufacturer of the product. Realstone Systems, LLC. has relied on the manufacter for this technical information and Realstone Systems, LLC. does not warrant the accuracy of any technical information provided in this brochure. Realstone Systems, LLC. cannot be held liable in any cause of action and makes no expressed or implied warranty of the material herein.
A REVOLUTION IN STONE AND TILE.
THE FINEST NATURAL STONE IS TEMPERED WITH AN ARTIST'S PALETTE TO CREATE THE RICH LOOK OF GLAZED TILE AND GENUINE LEATHER.

WWW.REALSTONE.COM